
CONYBIO BUSINESS PLAN

Our marketing plan is built to offer extra rewards for every extra effort made by our Similar to the PBV you can also
collect Conybio â€œBusiness Tokens (BT)â€•.

Your PGBV will be app. The BV of those you sponsored and the BV of those sponsored by them are
aggregated. This type of marketing, unlike the traditional marketing, is spread through words. The next
important thing is that your distributorship will not be terminated if you don't do any business. UTNPTC Our
Vision Our vision is to touch millions of peoples lives by offering good health, financial independence and
personal freedom. In the next month, you are sponsoring one more distributor, say B, and A sponsors one
more distributor, say A1. This makes your commission percentage rise and down. Moreover, these products
are harmless to our health, and hence we can use them all the day. His stint as a proactive Distributor back
home in Malaysia is a Success story that is yet to be rivaled , till date. Some multi-level marketing companies
terminate the distributorship if you are idle for certain period. An Utopian Visionary, Dr. It is all there -
transparent for everybody to see and it is going great guns. It will be 4, The FIR activates the water molecules
in our body thus increasing our blood circulation. Conybio Healthcare India Pvt, Ltd. In traditional marketing,
from the point of Distributors, they will have to invest a huge amount towards Deposits for taking the
Distributorship and comply with various requirements. Now the business plan - When you join as an
Independent Distributor of the company, you will be given a kit worth Rs. This has a great impact than
advertisements. Kana has the rare distinction of being one of the few people to have trodden the unknown,
fearlessly and amassed varied experiences, crossed amazing milestones, hitherto acquired by distinguished
personalities in their entire lifetime. Types of marketing - There are various types of marketing - Traditional,
Multi-level marketing etc. The most important thing to point out here is that this PGBV will remain permanent
in your account. The products of the Company are patented and unique. He has sought to inculcate the very
same values which unfortunately faded into oblivion as mankind embraced. Lets see the business plan. There
is much scope for the products of Conybio since they are healthcare products, and the customers have invest
one time. When blood circulation is improved, various ailments are cured naturally. Our Mission Our mission
is to provide unique products and services for better living, through an ongoing financial opportunity within
our growing conybio family. You will be given a unique ID Number and Business Volume BV , otherwise
"Points" based on which your achievement will be calculated will be credited to your account. For example,
consider that you sponsor a distributor, say A, this month and remain idel for the rest of the month. Almost all
the other companies are calculating your percentage based on the current month's PGBV only. The countless
Distributors, Management, Staff, and all those acquaintances who have had an opportunity to move with him
in close quarters, fervently wish that this Noble Hearted Soul continue to foster and breed many more Success
stories for the fruition of his Vision and Mission. The advertising cost that we pay is gained neither by the
above network nor by the company. So the product reaches the customer with minimal profit of course the
profit level may be the same in traditional marketing also. Thus both the customer and the distributors are
satisfied. He is perhaps, one who shuns away from acclaim, fame, name, albeit with a tinge of constant
stoicism. The customer will not have to pay for the advertisement charges. But you will soon realize how
easier it is, than other multi-level marketing companies. In multi-level marketing, a distributor has to invest a
minimum amount and to sponsor many distributors like him who will also invest a minimum amount. This
price includes the commission at various percentage paid to above network and the advertising cost.


